Bagging

Bagged Plaster over Brick & Block

Bagging plaster is an economical way to provide an attractive rustic
feel to the exterior of any masonry clad building without completely
concealing the nature of the underlying substrate’s character.

This system may be readily applied over a variety of
masonry backgrounds including: new or old brick,
concrete blocks, or other vertical concrete surfaces.
The texture of the coat results from the chosen bagging
mix. Masons Adobe is smoother and flatter while Masons
1MM sponge will have a coarser more sandy texture.

SYSTEM PROCESS

1/ Brick or Block

The bagged brick finish is achieved by applying a coat
of the plaster mix with the use of a sponge, hessian bag
material or a brush or broom.

2/

Appearance will vary depending on the particular
application method that is used to spread the mix and
the hand movements of the plasterer.

3/ Masons Adobe or 1mm texture

Special Notes
Due to the many variables in this system we recommend
the plasterer applies a test-patch for sign-off by the client.
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Plaster Seal
One coat for porous surfaces

Depending on desired result.
Apply with trowl and finish with a

sponge or brush to desired texture

4/ Limestop Sealer
5/ Premium High Build Paint

2 Coats of Exterior Acrylic Paint

EasySpec ...Making specifying Masons plaster systems over substrates easy

Finishing Textures

TEXTURES
Masons have a wide variety of choices for your texture finish.
Depending on your plasterer’s technique the results may vary from the sample selection below.
Please discuss the desired finish with your client and the plasterer.
We recommend the plasterer applies a test-patch for sign-off by the client.
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PAINT SELECTION
When making a choice on colours to complete the final look of the building please consider the following
requirements for paint requirements:
•

All of Masons plaster systems require to be finished with 2 coats of Exterior Acrylic - Premium High
Build Paint.

Exterior plaster can be affected by excessive heat; the primary source of heat is the sun.
•

Masons recommends that colours with light reflective values (LRV) of less than 25% are never used on
Masons Plaster Cladding Systems.

•

Masons Plaster Systems recommends that colours must not exceed an LRV of 25%, with the exception
of Masons Systems applied over cement sheet substrates like Monotek, where the Building Code’s
acceptable solution states that colours must not exceed an LRV of 40%.

Exterior Plaster Guide
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CHOOSE A PLASTER SYSTEM
Masons has three substrates in their plaster cladding range; Enviro AAC Panel, ThermalCrete Lightweight Panel System
and the XRV Insulated Panel System. Continue reading to find out more about these products and their benefits.

ThermalCrete™
Lightweight Panel System

Enviro

™

AAC Panel

XRV ™

Insulated Panel System

The EasySpec plaster series was created by Masons to outline the plaster process for each substrate.
Depending on your chosen substrate Masons has a system for each:
PlastaBrick - Masonry Brick & Block - Plaster System
PlastaTek - Monotek Sheet - Plaster System
PlastaBlock - XRV & Block - Plaster System
PlastaSlab - Tilt Slab - Plaster System
Bagged - Bagged Brick & Block - Plaster System
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TEXTURE AND PAINT SELECTION
Masons have a wide variety of choices for your texture finish. Please discuss the desired finish with your
client and the plasterer. We recommend the plasterer applies a test-patch for sign-off by the client.
When making a choice on colours to complete the final look of the building please consider the following
points:
Exterior plaster can be affected by excessive heat; the primary source of heat is the sun.
•

Masons recommends that colours with light reflective values (LRV) of less than 25% are never used on
Masons Plaster Cladding Systems.

•

Masons Plaster Systems recommends that colours must not exceed an LRV of 25%, with the exception
of Masons Systems applied over cement sheet substrates like Monotek, where the Building Code’s
acceptable solution states that colours must not exceed an LRV of 40%.

“One-Stop-Shop”
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ENCLOSURE SYSTEM - SUBSTRATE - FLASHINGS - PLASTER

Masons Plastabrick Limited | 0800 522 533 | www.mpb.co.nz | 9A Parkhead Place, Albany 0632, Auckland

QUOTING
Masons have a comprehensive database of Plaster Applicators nationwide, and your dedicated sales representative
will advise you on who is the best suited applicator for your project.
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The applicator will provide an obligation-free quote to you directly for your project. After accepting the quote, it is
the main contractor/builder’s responsibility to liaise directly with the applicator in regards to terms and conditions
including on-site starting dates and timeframes.
Masons are the Manufacturer and supplier of your selected system, therefore your selected system can only be
installed by a Licensed Plaster Applicator.
Please contact the Masons Head Office on 0800 522 533.

MASONS BUILDING PRODUCTS “One-Stop-Shop”
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Masons are the only company in New Zealand who can offer all of the products from the FRAME out
to the FINISHED exterior plaster cladding system.
These products include:
ENCLOSURE: Barricade FR Building Wrap or UNI Flexible Air Barrier, damp proof coursing, window flashing tape etc.
SUBSTRATE: Your choice of substrate; Thermalcrete, Enviro AAC or XRV.
FLASHINGS: Comprehensive Flashing System compliant to E2/VM1 Weathertight Testing.
PLASTER: Cementitious, Acrylic plaster products and additives.

Using a complete system from one recognised supplier is vital when the demands from the council and
NZBC regarding product warranties and appraisals are higher than ever.

PRODUCT DOCUMENTATION AND SPECIFICATION
Masons has a user-friendly website where all the product files (incl DWG and DXF CAD drawings) can be found and
downloaded by a click of a button. Please visit mpb.co.nz for all your file requirements.
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Alternatively we are associated with the Specification websites below.
If you are a member of one of these sites please search for Masons to bring up all our products.

eboss

THE MASONS PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE
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Masons complete plaster systems (Thermalcrete, Enviro, XRV, Plastabrick) come with a 15 year
system warranty. Alternative EASYSPEC systems hold a 7 year system warranty.

All documentation can be downloaded from www.mpb.co.nz or
the above specification websites.
By specifying Masons you can be assured that you are being supported by a reputable New Zealand
company who has been in the building industry for many years.

“ We have been using the Masons panel and plaster systems for several years now.
We are very happy with the quality of the products, the systems and the support we get
from the Masons team. We would recommend Masons products to anyone.”
Dean Tucker - Prime Plastering Ltd
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On completion of your project you will need a Producer Statement from your applicator and a
Masons Product Warranty to receive a final Code of Compliance from your local territorial authority.
It is the responsibility of your Licensed Plaster Applicator to complete the paperwork for your
required producer statement.
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SPECIFY MASONS BUILDING PRODUCTS
WITH YOUR MASONS CLADDING SYSTEM

MASONS is the only company in New Zealand who can offer
the full range of products needed for enclosure, from Masons
full Wrap Enclosure System to Masons Plaster or Durali
Weatherboard Cladding.
INNOVATIVE
Masons excels in bringing new, innovative, top quality products to the NZ building market for an
honest price, which has given the brand trust and credibility under its ever expanding customer base.

TESTED & APPROVED
Most of Masons products have been tested and passed by CODEMARK.

READILY AVAILABLE
Through the following main merchants:

OUR FULL BUILDING PRODUCT RANGE CAN BE VIEWED ONLINE
OR ORDER THE LATEST TRADE CATALOGUE FROM MASONS.NZ

